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Title: Leonarda Jamago Salabe v. Social Security System and Marino Talictic

Facts:
Plaintiff Leonarda Jamago Salabe was employed as a carinderia helper for Ana Macas from
August  1978  to  February  1979,  during  which  Macas  registered  her  with  the  SSS.
Thereafter, Salabe continued her membership as a voluntary paying member, resulting in a
total of 137 contributions. In 1993, upon turning 60, Salabe applied and was approved for
retirement  benefits,  receiving  a  monthly  pension  until  2001,  when  SSS  terminated  it
unilaterally. Salabe inquired and was informed by SSS that her membership was invalidated
due  to  the  absence  of  a  genuine  employer-employee  relationship  with  Macas.  Salabe
petitioned the Social Security Commission (SSC), arguing for the restoration of her pension,
only to be met with an SSC ruling dismissing her petition based on a 1989 recommendation
for the cancellation of  her SSS membership and pension due to purportedly failing to
establish employment with Macas. The SSC ordered Salabe to refund received pensions
minus her contributions. The Court of Appeals upheld the SSC’s decision, leading Salabe to
file a petition before the Philippine Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. Was there a violation of due process in the cancellation of Salabe’s membership and
pension?
2. Did Salabe establish an employer-employee relationship justifying her SSS membership
and entitlement to pension benefits?
3.  Should  Salabe’s  contributions  be  considered  voluntary  in  absence  of  an  employer-
employee relationship?
4. Should the case be decided in favor of Salabe based on the principles governing social
legislation?

Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court granted Salabe’s petition, reversing the Court of Appeals’ decision and
ordering the validation of her contributions, restoration of pension benefits, and payment of
accrued benefits with interest. The Court found a due process violation in the unilateral
cancellation of benefits. They acknowledged her as an employee of Macas and highlighted
the lack of evidence against her. The liberality rule was invoked, favoring Salabe as the
intended beneficiary of social legislation.

Doctrine:
1. Due process rights of retirees to their vested pension benefits.
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2. Liberal interpretation of the existence of an employer-employee relationship in favor of
labor.
3. Application of the liberality rule in determining membership status in cases involving
social legislation.

Class Notes:
– Employer-employee relationship: Establishment requires satisfactory proof through any
competent and relevant evidence, not restricted to documentary form.
–  Due  process:  Retirees  have  a  protected  interest  in  pension  benefits,  making  any
deprivation thereof without due process unconstitutional.
– Liberality rule: In matters of social legislation, the law is to be interpreted liberally in
favor of the laborer or intended beneficiary.
– Pension benefits: Retirement laws are construed in favor of the retiree, promoting the
objective of providing sustenance and comfort.

Historical Background:
This case intersects the rights of retirees to social security benefits and the function of
social legislation. It underscores that in social security disputes, the factual premise of
employment can fluctuate based on fluid evidentiary standards and the broader mandate to
protect  workers  for  their  contributions  to  the  system.  It  represents  a  contemporary
reflection of legal principles like due process, vested rights, and liberal interpretation in
favor of laborers.


